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Abstract 

Microwave inatabilitics is evaluated for the Booster and AGS 
l’or Ihe prcparaLion of the relativistic heavy ion collider. We found 
that the Boosrer may require feedback system for the transverse 
instability at the high intensity proton operation. The coherent 
mstabihty is not Important for the nominal RHIC opcratlonal intcn- 
s1ty. 

Introduclion 

The construction of rhe Booster at Brookhaven National Laho- 
ratory has 10 meet scvcral important issues: (1) acc<leralion of 
heavy ion to the highest energy available for lhe stripping of charge 
states; (2’) acceleration of the highest intensity proton beam with 
high repetition rate for the strange particle productions; (3) accu- 
mulation of the polarircd proton from the pulses of LINAC to 
obtain good mlcnslly for lhe experiment and for possihlc polari/.cd 
proton opcralion in RHlC. To meet these aims, wc shall evaluate 
the constraint on the booster design and required upgrade in the 
AGS from the point of view of the coherent instabilities. 

Table I lists the dcslgn parameters for the Booster rclcvant to 
rhc coherenl inslahilily. 

Booster Parameters In The Coherent Effect 

part.spccics P S 
A 1 32 

CO> 1 I4 
N(I0’) 5000 6.7 

Pmj 0.5662 0.1002 

% NJ 1.2131 I .ooso 
&(IC mn-mrad) SO SO 

EJX mm-mrad) 34.35 5.04 
‘1 -0.64 -0.95 

*% 0.77 0.35 

?&l.lS) 1.19 6.12 

V (kV 90000 610 

Qs 0.0462 0.6822 
t1 3 3 

arca(cvs/atnu) I .6636 0.0675 

%YN 4.5895. 2952.7 

Ap/p( IO-“) 4.1939 1.0911 
q (ml 9.865 1 IO.507 

I(peak)(amp) 5.4982 0.0171 
I(av.)(amp) 2.0214 0.0067 

Eslunalc of the lmpcdancc of the Booster 

A” 
197 
33 

2.2 
0.0463 
1.0010 

SO 
2.32 

-0.95 
0.50 

14.54 

1600 
0.3601 

3 
0.0673 
3322.1 

2.4943 
9.9472 

0.0064 
0.0024 

The Interaction between the beam and its environment can he 
dcscrihed hy two frequency dependence terms. the transverse 
mipedance Z,(w) and Ihe longitudinal impcdancc Z,,(o). There are 
serveral bourccs of the impedance in the accelerators 

(1) Resistive wall of the vacuum chamber: 
The vacuum chamber of the booster is made of stainless slcel. 

The conducllvlly of the stainless steel is d = 7.7 x lo5 mho/m. The 
impedance is then estimated to be Z,Jn = (l-i) .33/s@(n) Ohm and 
2, = (l-i) 1.2/sqrt(n) MOhm/m. 

(2) Space charge contribution 

‘Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 

Q2” 
Z,Jn = i m-7 = I 27.5 Ohm 

@r 

Z, = i i 9.2 MOhm/rn -- proton 
Fj (i. - i 1 = [i 2018 MOhm,‘m -- A” 

(3) Bellow contllburion 
The impedance of bellows is similar to that of the cavity. At 

low frequency, Ihe contribution of Ihcse resonances is purely capac- 
Ilive. They can he estimated lo he lm(Z,,/n) = 2.0/p Ohm and 
Int(ZI) = .(I06 MOhm/m which arc’ much smaller than the impeil- 
ante due to the space charge. At the resonance frequency, for the 
geometry of cylindrical configuration with length 1.5 m and radius 
7.6 cm, the fundamental frequency would bc around I .S GHL. 
Using TBCI code the Q value is estimated IO be around 7000. 
Because of Ihe length, the resonances ‘ire densely populated. The 
revolulion frequency of the parfxle is smaller than 1.48 MHz. Thus 
the n value of the collective mode is about 1500. The estimarcd 
effcclivc impedance of the bellow are (ref. 2) Z,, /n = 3.3 Ohm and 
Z, = .02 MOhm/m. 

(4) Beam position monitors 
There arc 48 PUE’s of 30 cm each in Ihe booster. Usmg 

stripline configuralion approximation, Ihe Impedances are estimated 
to hc Z,, /n = .04Yn i S.3p Ohm and Z, = .OOSn - i.OS8b MOhm/m. 

Adding up all the contributions estimated above. we ohtaln 
thal rhe mipedancc besides the space charge contribution arc 
Z!, /n = 7.9 Ohm and Z, = 0.143 MOhm/m. 

The Stability Limit for the Single Bunch Colleclive Effect 

We assumed that the hunch has Gaussian distribution with 
RMS distribution Ap/p and CT~. given in the table 1. 

(a) The microwave instability, with growth rate much faster 
than the synchrolron oscillation frequencies, are given by’ 

IZ,, /nl I L\z” (&p/p)’ 
P 

p_/ 5 
442nl~lEA 

qel,<f3> (*pip) 

( I ‘, 

(2’) 

Table 2 lists the limiting mipedancc for the microwave instabilIty 
for the booster. 

Table 2 Booster Parameters in rhe coherent effect 

parl.spccics P S A” 
Z,, /n(Ohm 1 14439. 3E+07 6E+09 
Z,( MOhm/m) 826.30 6E+06 6E+08 

V( I/xc) 705 3.9 1.2 

(b) For the transverse coherent growth due to the resistive wall 
impedance is given by the solution of the dispersion integral 

I = (U + (l+i)V) 
I 

~“(?I dp 
w(n-Q)Q 
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whcrc U and V are rclatcd to the space charge and resistive wall 
impedance rcspcctively. f(p) is the momentum distribuiion of the 
bunched beam. When the space charge impedance is large at low 
energy, the solution of cq. (3) has the property, Im(cl)=V, which is 
the resistive wall contribution (see Fig. 1). The last row of table 2 
lists the growth I’actor V for various ion specks. Note here that the 
growth factor is important only for the high intensity proton opcra- 
lion. 

Couple-bunch Collec~~vc Instability 

Booster is operating at h=3 harmonic mode. There are 3 
possible coupled bunch modes in the booster. The eigenmode are 
given by (ref. 1) 

,Q, = i ---?- 
2nEw,,?(a-I)! 

where 8 and 1 are the rms bunch length and the total average 
current. The effective impedance is given by 

2 ,et, = f: (nh+s)“-‘Z [(nh+s)w,+R] e-.s’n”+h)2” 
“Z-u 

where .Q = ao is the mode frequency. Since the synchrotron 
frequency os is a function of the synchrotron amplitude, the result- 
ing frequency provides Landau damping to the coupled bunch 
motion. Thus tho llmitmg impedance is gkven by (see Table 3 for 
lhc dlyolc mode a=l), 

ZnE?‘a! 0.32F,h’(2.58)’ 
IZ,, < 

16 qeqI,op”2 

Note her? that the limiting impedance 1s much larger to the imped- 
ances estimated in section 2. 

Table 3. Limiting impedance for the coupled bunch instability 

part.spccics P s Au 
IZI (Ohm) 1.2Eb 7E9 9EIO 

Microwave instability across the transition cncrg in the AGS 

The particles accelerated through the booster will be accelcr- 
atrd in the AGS to reach B = 100 Tm. These particle will pass 
through AGS transitlon energy. Because of the Landau dampmg at 

the transition energy becomes rather mcffectlve. the microwave 
mstability may bc important. At the assumed RHIC performance 
p,lr.m~ztrrs (ref. 5) there is no effective growth for the hunched 
beam (ref. 4). 

However the AGS is also intendcf3 to operate at the high 
mtcnrlty mode. At the mtensity of 4x10 ppp in the AGS, Fig. 2 
shows the total growth v9 the real part of the impedance in the AGS 
fol- phase space area of 1.06 evse; ;nd 2.00 evsec respectively. 
Since the total growth scales like N /a , the increase in the intenslt) 
can be accommodated by an increase in the phase space area. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, we have estimated the possible effect of the 
coherent mstabillty in the booster. We identify that the only possi- 
blc important effect is the transverse instability due to the resistive 
wall effect for the high intensity proton at the low energy. Feedback 
system may be needed. The instability becomes less important as 
the energy of the bunch is increased. Further work on the coupled 
bunch lransbcrse Instability is nceded.We have also calculated the 
cfiect of the high Intensity proton accelerated through the transitlon 
energy in thy AGS. I,arger longitudinal phace area is ncedcd to 
minimize the microwave instability at the transition energy. For the 
I<HIC opcratlon. the Iran\ltlon energy dots not play importanl role 
in AGS. 
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Fig. I, St.tbility diagram for the transverse instability due to the 
resistive wall and space charge impedances with Gaussian 
distribution. 
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FIN. 2. ToldI glnwh due to II,I<rofiavz inst.~h~l~t)- .kros\ Ihe Iransi- 
tion energy of AGS 13 shown as a function 01. the real part 
of the impedance rn A(iS. kI i‘ h‘lVC ;Issurrled 3 10” ppp 

intensity m AGS. 
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